BRANTRIDGE BULLETIN
Friday, 2nd October
2020.

Dear Parents and Carers,

As you can imagine, due to COVID we have had to change the way we deliver our
curriculum. One of the key aspects of what we normally offer is a wide range of offsite
trips. Having studied various providers risk assessments we took the view that sadly our
pupils could not access the swimming pool this term but that they could continue to visit
the gym and local golf course.
On Monday afternoons Titan class visit Haywards Heath golf course whilst Mercury class
visit K2 leisure centre on Thursday afternoons. Both organisations have had to amend
some of their practices but these visits are once again a real highlight for many of our
pupils. We will continue to monitor the appropriateness of such visits in accordance with
ongoing scientific guidance.
In view of the fact that it is unlikely that we will be able to have our end of term ‘Open
Morning’ in December we intend to have opportunities for parent/teacher consultations
online or on the phone later this month. I am aware that there is weekly dialogue
between you as parents and staff on an ongoing basis, which is very important, but we
were keen to give opportunity for more in depth conversation. This will enable staff to
share with you in greater detail as to how your child is getting on and equally provides
an opportunity for you as parents to update the school from your perspective as to how
your child is progressing. These discussions are due to take place in week beginning 19th
October which is the week before the half term break. We will of course give more
details on the logistics of this shortly.
Finally, we wanted to mention that in the last few weeks the children have benefitted
from new iPads arriving at the school. This along with the ten new laptops which arrived
last academic year will enhance the children’s learning opportunities.
Thank you for your ongoing support at these difficult times.

Yours sincerely,

Dafydd Roberts
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Mercury
This week we have created a non chronological report on Minecraft/Roblox characters
explaining top tips and interesting facts. In Maths we have been continuing addition and
subtraction and we have been learning how do this using the column method. In Science
this week we have been marvellous mirror experts creating a maze and seeing if we can
complete the course using only the reflection in the mirrors. For cooking we learned how
to use a blender safely and created some awesome smoothies. In Topic we compared a
classroom from the 1960’s to 2020 and we used atlases to see which different countries
famous astronauts were from.
Saturn
We have played some amazing learning games this week. In maths we have been looking t 1 more and
1 less and we had great fun using an interactive spinner to generate a number between 1 and 100 for
us to work with. We also used our class puppets ‘stripey Bob’ and ‘Yellow Boopie’ to help us eat up
the answers. We also estimated numbers on a number line. In science we were reflective detectives
as we continued to learn about light.
We learned about Tim Peake and Neil Armstrong and made a felt map of where they lived Chichester and Ohio, and compared the two places. For computing we drew pictures of each planet
using pastels and created a map of the solar system. We then armed the Beebots with their own
space themed jacket and gave them directions to natvigate the solar system. We read Beegu and
we’ve been using the story to help us explore feelings.

Pluto:
This week Pluto have been learning about full stops, question marks and exclamation marks
in English through the medium of Kung Fu. Harry delivered a superstar performance and
achieved his Kung Fu Punctuation yellow belt. In Maths we have made great progress in our
four operations and have been practising formal methods of addition.
In science we used reflection to navigate a mirror maze as part of our science topic on
light. In Geography we made our own compasses and used our knowledge of the points of
the compasss to track down the Daleks that had landed in school. Pluto have also been
enjoying outdoor Learning and improving their cycling and scooting skills in PE.
All of Pluto have been excellent hosts to a boy who was having three taster days at
Brantridge School.
Certificates will be awarded to all of Pluto who have been their best, respectful and kind at
different points this week.
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Titan
Titan class this week, have focused on addition/subtraction in Maths, in particular using
formal written methods, like column, to be able to solve calculations. They have played games,
which they have enjoyed massively. In English, we have focused on a persuasive letter that
school is useful, as well as reading comprehension on Planet Earth and descriptive writing
using a space prompt. In Science and food tech, we looked at phases of the moon, where the
children watched a video about how phases of the moon develop, then using biscuits and real
icing, they had to decorate the biscuits to look like the phases of the moon. In Geography, we
looked at compass points again and they had to write the correct position of different
locations by following instructions.

Neptune
The highlight of this week was our walk to Nymans. We were so lucky with the weather! We
saw buzzards, dragongflies, butterflies and heard lots of water birds too. The boys collected
autumn leaves and seeds which we will use as our inspiration for writing and art next week.
Stick also played a big part in the boys’ adventures! In maths, the boys have been challenging
themselves to beat their own time when ordering six and five digit numbers. In English, we
revised adjectives and watched a short film called ‘Dangle’ which the boys retold in their own
words concentrating on using adjectives. In science, we experienced how wind resistance can
slow us down. The boys then thought of ways to reduce the wind resistance on themselves.
Bonnie, the therapy dog, paid us a visit and the boys took her for a walk around the grounds
and she performed tricks for them.
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Mars
We have been learning to round numbers this week in maths, we played some fun games
and jumped along a number line. In English we have been working incredibly hard to
finish our story about Mr Wuffles and the tiny aliens. We have learned to use
alliteration for effect, we have thought up super similes and practiced punctuation. We
each completed our stories and we are incredibly proud of our hard work. In art, we
continued our investigation into the work of Peter Thorpe and used chalk pastels to
create some wonderfully vibrant space images.
In history we created time lines of space exploration that we mounted onto colourful
backgrounds. A very busy week all round!

Galaxy:

A fabulous and busy week upstairs once again. The improvements we are seeing in social
communication and the boys being able to recognise their emotions, and say what they need
in certain situations is incredible. Once again, the focus and engagement in fishing was
superb - the boys taking full responsibility for the equipment, striking at the right time and
playing the fish into the net was incredible progress. They have continued to explore
painting using different things such as sponges and feet and started to investigate how
different surfaces effect the movement of objects across it. Well done boys for being so
flexible and adaptive throughout this week.
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Awards of the week
Saturn
Being Kind award

Mercury
Freddy, Toby

Being Kind award

James

Being respectful award

Callum, Freddie, Freddy

Being respectful award

Floyd

Being your best award

Callum, Aaron, Freddie,
Toby

Being your best award

Riley-John

Pluto
Being Kind award

Mars
Danny

Being respectful award
Being your best award

Reagan, Harry

Being Kind award

Jamie

Being respectful award

Harry

Being your best award

Alfie

Neptune
Being Kind award

Titan
Tyler

Being Kind award

Bobby

Being respectful award

Ronnie

Being respectful award

Daniel

Being your best award

Ewan, Rhys

Being your best award

William

Galaxy
Being Kind award

Aaron, Ryan

Being respectful award

Riley

Being your best award

Theo
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Outdoor Learning
This week we have been putting our outdoor learning skills into action by naming,
coming up with uses and demonstratating the correct use of the tools available to
use in outdoor learning.
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